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Introducing Azure Stack HCI
Recent global events have stressed manufacturing
companies and their processes to the breaking point. From
crippling supply chain disruptions to growing security
threats, mounting challenges are driving manufacturers of
all sizes to look to technology to help increase agility and
resilience while opening the door to a more innovative
future.

Creating the ‘Factory of the Future’ requires manufacturingfocused IT solutions providing speed, reliability, and low cost,
while supporting critical production systems, distributed
development, 24/7 availability, scalability, and heightened
security. IT hardware also needs to be flexible enough to run
in the data center and yet ruggedized to tolerate the harsh
environment of the factory floor.

IT systems used in manufacturing environments of the past
have been disconnected and disparate, built over time to
meet the needs of the day.

Modernizing IT infrastructure for manufacturing is no longer
a one-time event. Continuous innovation on the factory floor
requires continuous innovation in IT. Data security needs will
continue to be paramount, as will high availability. Bringing
cloud innovation into the factory can help fuel this
innovation, while maintaining local control when needed.

With Microsoft Azure Stack HCI (hyperconverged infrastructure), leverage the benefits of the
cloud to drive a data-driven approach for manufacturing, providing:

Security and risk
management
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Scalability, high
availability, and
disaster recovery

Containerization of
workloads across cloud
and on-premises

Consistent management,
governance, automation,
and remote operations
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As the Chief Manufacturing Officer, you want to –
•

Deliver the products your customers need, at the
quality they need, when they need it

•

Move from reactive factory maintenance to
predictive factory maintenance, eliminating
unplanned factory line down situations

•

Optimize data collection to allow factory teams to
react to manufacturing variances before they
happen on the line

However, you are faced with the challenge of dispersed
data across multiple systems and locations, of which
much is isolated or incompatible. Your ability to track
manufacturing yield rates as they happen may be
limited due to systems that are not yet ready for
constant data collection.

As the Chief Information Officer, you want to –

As the Chief Financial Officer, you need to –

•

Enable support for your globally dispersed IT
systems from any location

•

Increase the yields produced by the factory to
maximize readiness for customer requests

•

Provide computing infrastructure that can
work in a variety of environments, including
the harsh factory floor

•

Increase the safety and security of factory processes,
regardless of location

•

Enable initiatives to improve manufacturing
yields, before the deviations occur

You need to do all of this while dealing with limited and
challenging connectivity environments, limited or no
onsite IT staff, and the constant need to ensure
automated manufacturing systems can maintain 24/7
runtime.

Hampering this effort is a lack of insight into current
manufacturing output and limited insights into customer
inventory needs.

With so many concerns and competing needs, it can be challenging to find the right technology path to continuously innovate your computing infrastructure to
match your factory needs. With the right partner and technology stack, a hybrid manufacturing operations strategy powered by Azure Stack HCI makes the highest
level of uptime, security, and confidence more achievable than you may think.
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Meeting the challenges
of manufacturing
Remaining competitive in the manufacturing industry
means having centralized visibility and management
across factory sites, warehouses, suppliers, and more.
With factory sites presenting challenging environmental
factors for IT infrastructure, you need your computing
investments to not only be ruggedized, but be easy to
deploy and cost-efficient to manage, especially as you
deal with disruptions originating outside the walls of
your factories.
Any new solution you choose must be able to live in
both controlled data centers and the high-humidity,
high-vibration environment of the factory floor. Factory
IT solutions must be flexible enough to handle variable
communications at the edge while providing security
that grows to meet both existing and emerging threats.
The solution must also be able to unify disparate data
sources to provide business insights while maintaining
24/7 factory line uptime and the often-vast IoT
deployments necessary to support factory and
warehousing requirements.
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An IT solution built for the factory should reduce deployment
costs for new applications and enable aging applications to
continue to run efficiently. With distributed development and
deployment, it should enable high availability for app
investments while leveraging the cloud to support progressive
scalability for the future, without incurring additional costly IT
investments or cumbersome deployment cycles.
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With a hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI), combining
virtualized storage, computing, and networking into a
single optimized package, you benefit from greater
simplicity and flexibility for the demanding infrastructure
needs of a manufacturing environment. Azure Stack HCI
brings hyperconverged infrastructure to your
computing infrastructure with as few as 2 nodes,
delivering the power and capabilities of the Azure cloud
while reducing the cost burdens of traditional systems.
With Azure Stack HCI you can:

•

Deliver safe and secure production

•

Power autonomous and sustainable manufacturing

•

Manage risk while enabling a resilient and secure
supply chain

•

Gain real time visibility to enable intelligent planning
and execution

•

Support greater innovation to engineer new business
value

•

Leverage the ideal platform to bring Azure Arc Data
Services to the factory floor
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Modernizing cloud infrastructure for manufacturing
Azure Stack HCI is a world-class, Azure Arc-enabled
virtualization stack built on proven technologies that
have already been deployed at scale (such as Storage
Spaces Direct and Hyper-V) with hybrid cloud
capabilities built in.
An Azure Stack HCI solution includes:
•

Azure Stack HCI operating system

•

Validated hardware from a hardware partner

•

Azure hybrid services

•

Windows Admin Center

•

Hyper-V-based compute resources

•

Storage Spaces Direct-based virtualized storage

•

SDN-based virtualized networking using Network
Controller (optional)

•

Single control plane management enabled by native
integration with Azure Arc
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A single Azure Stack HCI deployment can contain as
few as 2 nodes (or as many as 16), offering a very low
entry point cost. A variety of hardware options means
ruggedized systems that can handle the rigors of the
factory floor and are available for even the most
challenging environments.

Scalability with Azure Stack HCI can reach thousands of
factory line deployments, while providing scale
performance that is nearly linear as more nodes are
added to ease capacity planning, forecasting, and
purchasing as your deployment grows. Since this Azure
service is charged at $10/month per physical instance,
you only need to pay for the capacity you need at each
individual site.
Azure Cloud

Azure Stack HCI
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When on-premises data services, such as intensive data
analysis, are key to your data strategy, Azure Arcenabled data services on Azure Stack HCI can create a
resilient platform that also handles data-intensive
workloads.
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Azure Stack HCI can also bring an on-premises
implementation of the Azure Kubernetes Service on
Azure Stack HCI (AKS on HCI) to automate containerized
applications at scale, as well as quickly deploying
Windows and Linux containers to your datacenters.

On top of built-in resiliency in each cluster, high
availability for IoT installations is ensured through native
stretch clustering for automatic failover to restore
production quickly, requiring no manual intervention
from onsite or remote staff.
Cost reductions for secure collaboration and
management are provided through Azure Defender and
Azure Sentinel.
•

Azure Defender uses extended detection and
response (XDR) capabilities to stand up to threats
like remote desktop protocol (RDP) brute-force
attacks and
SQL injections

•

Azure Sentinel delivers intelligent security analytics
and threat intelligence, providing a single solution
for alert detection, threat visibility, proactive
hunting, and
threat response

Combining the full power of the cloud with on-premises
resources, you can natively monitor, secure, and back up
each Azure Stack HCI provisioned site.
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With Azure Stack HCI and Azure Arc data services,
manufacturers can easily extend cloud benefits to onpremises infrastructure, including:
Always current: Azure Arc-enabled data services
run on any validated distribution of Kubernetes,
including Azure Kubernetes Service on Azure Stack
HCI. These data services enable users to provision
database instances through the Azure CLI tool,
Kubernetes native tools such as kubectl, or through
Helm charts and Azure Data Studio. Updates are
provided on a frequent basis including servicing
patches and new features like the experience in
Azure updates and are provided on deployment
cadences set by you in accordance with
your policies.

Elastic scale: Do you want, or are you required, to
keep all data on-premises? Cloud-like elasticity onpremises enables you to scale your databases up or
down dynamically in much the same way as you

Indirectly connected scenario support: Many of
the services such as self-service provisioning,
automated backups/restore, and monitoring can
run locally in your infrastructure with or without a

can in Azure, based on the available capacity of
your infrastructure. You can scale out database
instances using the unique hyper-scale deployment
option of Azure Database for PostgreSQL
Hyperscale, providing additional boost to select
workloads when needed.

direct connection to Azure. In ‘Indirectly Connected’
mode, all actions must be taken locally using Azure
Data Studio, the appropriate Azure CLI, or
Kubernetes native tools like kubectl and billing and
usage data uploaded to Azure periodically.

Self-service provisioning: Azure Arc also provides
other cloud benefits such as fast deployment and
automation at scale. Thanks to Kubernetes-based
orchestration, you can deploy an application or
database in seconds using any of a variety of tools,
Kubernetes native, Azure Data Studio, or Azure
command line interface (Azure CLI). For
disconnected scenarios, there is an extension to
Azure CLI that connects to local Kubernetes without
having to connect via Azure online.

Connect directly to other Azure services. Work
faster with Azure turnkey application services such
as Web Apps, Functions, and Logic Apps across
clouds, datacenters, and at the edge. Integrate with
other Azure services such as Azure Monitor and the
ability to use the Azure portal and Azure Resource
Manager APIs from anywhere in the world to
manage your Azure Arc-enabled data services.
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Starting your journey to a hybrid cloud
Built from the ground up to take advantage of
hyperconverged infrastructure without sacrificing legacy
functionality, Azure Stack HCI optimizes on-premises
validated hardware by improving workload virtualization
while leveraging Azure hybrid services.
Decrease your datacenter complexity by organizing and
managing existing resources while adding Azure cloud
features. Simplify and reduce operational costs using the
same tools to manage Windows, Linux, and SQL server
virtualized workloads.
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Consolidate hardware and services into fewer machines,
reducing overhead costs while pushing some services into
the cloud that previously required local resources. Pay for
the physical compute power you use – no more, no less –
while reducing physical space requirements and gaining
global monitoring and management as part of your
existing Azure subscription through integration with both
Azure and Azure Arc.
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Customer story
A global manufacturer of bearings, seals and lubrication
systems with over 100 factories globally needed an IT/OT
platform that provided speed, reliability, and low cost, while
delivering support for critical production systems. The desire to
move to more data-driven manufacturing meant cloud-native
operating models were required, yet with the ability to maintain
particular workloads on premises at each factory. High
availability and high security with centrally manageable data
platforms were not just checklist items, but mandatory to keep
the factories humming at the pace required.
With Azure Stack HCI, the manufacturer was able to achieve 40
percent hard savings on computing hardware alone, while
improving shop floor data collection and gaining real-time
analysis, allowing management to define both the strategy and
footprint for future innovation. Azure Stack HCI and Azure
Kubernetes Service for Azure Stack HCI enabled the customer
to run Azure Arc Data Service on the factory floor to manage
data needed for production analysis. With a variety of hardware
flavors, it was easy to implement the right hardware that would
handle the harsh environment of the factory.
Implementing Azure Stack HCI with the full power of Microsoft
Azure provided the ability to monitor the applications running
within each factory from a central IT organization, driving both
efficiency and cost savings. 30 percent savings are attributed to
a reduction of OT-related downtimes for machinery, and data
visualization allows operators to react more quickly to line
deviations reported from the factory floor. The manufacturer is
projecting the ability to move toward not just proactive
machine maintenance, but to predictive maintenance—reducing
or even eliminating unplanned machine downtime.
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Get started
Learn more about Microsoft Azure Stack HCI and how
you can reimagine your manufacturing data
infrastructure to create a secure, modern, hybrid
platform for manufacturing growth at scale.

www.azure.com/hci
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